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Sunset is approaching as I write this, but there
are still several species of bees out for supper.
The honeybees seem to have retired for the
winter, but there’s a large bumblebee slumped
on a leaf as if hoping for a final burst of sun to
energise its homeward journey. A pair of
small tawny bumblebees weave between
lavender and sedum, the low sunlight shining
through their downy hairs and giving them the
glowing appearance of dancing snitches.
Small spiders are already perfecting their
webs for the night’s hunting. A raven drifts
past, its rough croak interrupting the liquid
flow of a robin’s winter song, a warning in the
style of the best thrillers – all the more sinister
and threatening for being low-pitched and
quiet. The mood is lifted by the local
jackdaws, who seem to use dusk as a time to
reassess the peck order. No doubt the cats will
be doing that a little later – there is a new cat
on the block, black, long-legged and
determined. I don’t know if No. 1 cat has
been usurped, but no. 2 cat lives next door

and she is certainly having to contest her
territory. Large numbers of gulls glide silently
homewards, followed by a flight of blackand-white ducks.
The sky is unfurling tendrils of curling high
cloud in a slowly-changing pattern, already
taking on a peachy glow. But now the
glorious open sky is interrupted by no fewer
than eight vapour trails in succession, angrily
cutting up the swirls of cloud with harsh white
slashes. My mood is lifted again by a noisy
crowd of Canada geese, circling and
swooping in their autumn angst. The last
homeward-bound birds before sunset are
usually a local flock of snow geese. I love to
listen to them in the near-darkness. As a child
I was obsessed with the high Arctic, and my
childhood books always used to describe the
restless flocks of snow geese preparing to
migrate, or the exhilaration of the first arrivals
in spring signalling the approach of summer.
One can dream …
Jill Bailey
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A gloriously sunny morning at Dix Pit John Baker

YOUR NEWSLETTER
With the Covid restrictions of the last 18
months, the Club has had to rethink its
communications. Winter Zoom meetings were
cautiously succeeded by “socially-distanced
walks”, rescinded when restrictions fell again,
then revived. Meanwhile, a new website has
been designed where you can find not only
the latest details of the programme, but a blog
of things members have seen or places they
have been, with pictures and audio – plenty of
ideas of where to go on a fine weekend. A
new monthly newsletter was started up to
keep in touch with locked-down members.
We are really grateful to all the members who

have led walks, contributed to newsletters and
the new blog, helped with the Wychwood Fair
stand, recommended speakers, introduced
new members and helped to keep the Club
alive in these strange times. With few
activities, the main 6-monthly Newsletter was
postponed, so this issue covers a whole year.
This is your Newsletter, so do contribute, if
only a paragraph – it is a valuable record of
the Club’s activities for both members and
potential members. An archive of newsletters
is available on the website, and the print
version also helps keep “non-digital
members” in the picture.
Jill Bailey (Newsletter Editor)
Newsletters@thefieldclub.org.uk

REPORTS OF FIELD MEETINGS
Fungus Foray at Foxholes with Peter Creed, 1 & 4 November 2020

Foxholes proved as fruitful as ever, and 44
species of fungi were identified, thanks to our
hawk-eyed guide, Peter Creed.
Pink waxcaps Peter Creed
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Geology Walk to the Devil’s Quoits or The Strange Tale of Two Pebbles, 17 December 2020
surprising, since they had had several thousand
17 December 2020, a gloriously sunny morning,
saw a group of six of us, including Lesley Dunlop years to develop after all.
our excellent Geology specialist who had
But what about the pebbles of the sub-title?
provided us with her customary helpful
Most of the gravels which make up the standing
background notes, take a somewhat muddy walk
stones consist of cemented, small angular
fragments of local Cotswold material which was
around Dix Pit to examine the Devil’s Quoits, an
deposited by outwash streams flowing from the
impressive ceremonial circle of Bronze Age
standing stones. Some well-established
north at the end of the last Ice Age. Together
Equisetum and Phragmites caused passing
these make up the economically important gravels
interest as we walked, the former having been
of the Thames terraces complex. However,
used as a pot scrub in the past.
Lesley pointed out two small pebbles which
differed remarkably from them in both
composition and form. These were made of white
There are only three or four of the original stones
remaining, the rest having been used either as
quartz and were well rounded. The nearest source
for these is the Bunter Pebble Beds which were
building stone - some even in Stanton Harcourt
deposited in the Permian about 250M years ago,
church - or cleared away when the area was
well to the north of our area. They had
excavated for gravel and even turned into an
subsequently been transported south by the ice
airport runway during the last war. Replacement
stones were provided by the gravel company from sheets and outwash streams. However, the
original source of the Bunter pebbles themselves
their current workings when the circle was
is far to the south in what is now northern France.
reconstructed by archaeologists more recently.
Therefore, these little quartz pebbles were eroded
Since these massive stones consist of gravels
which have been cemented by iron oxides to form from pre-existing rock in northern France, rolled
and rounded on their original journey north and
extremely hard concretions, they were of no use
deposited 250M years ago in the Midlands. From
to the gravel company anyway.
there they were eroded once again and transported
to their present location. Mind-boggling!
Close up examination of the surface of the stones
revealed a fascinating array of lichens. Oh Peter,
Fascinating!
we were in need of your expertise! All we
amateurs could discern was that on the sunny side You can tell why I, for one, am looking forward
to yet more insight into the wonders of our
there were completely different species from the
geological past on Lesley’s next field excursion.
shady side and also that those on the original
stones were far more mature and varied. Not
John Baker
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The Devil’s Quoits John Baker

Dawn Chorus walk at Minster Lovell, 2 May 2021
At 4 a.m. six intrepid members of the field club
met in the car park near St Kenelm’s church at
At the top of the woods we crossed the road into a
Minster Lovell. Whilst waiting for everyone, our
large field with numerous singing Skylarks and I
managed to find one Yellowhammer to add to the
first bird, a Robin, entertained us and was soon
joined by a distant Pheasant.
list. At this point it was starting to warm up a
little.
We moved on and into the churchyard, where Sue
We then walked down the field to join the lane
Morton surprised us by producing a bat detector.
I did not expect any bats to be flying as it was
that leads back to Crawley and stopped outside
very cold, but we soon heard the chatter of a
the field that was Roger Townsend’s, where we
Pipistrelle and looking up towards the quarter
heard and saw Blackcap and Whitethroat.
Crossing the bridge, we looked for the Grey
moon could soon discern it flitting around the
church and ruins.
Wagtail to no avail but in the village we had
House Sparrow, Chaffinch, Starling and our first
As we left the ruins and walked on towards the
hirundines which were Swallow and House
Martin. Walking up Farm Lane, we had a good
white bridge we added species pretty regularly
and heard a distant Cuckoo off to the north.
view of the Swallow perched on wires exactly
where I had seen it the week before.
As it got lighter the temperature dropped further
and we crossed the bridge and entered the woods.
We then followed the footpath back to Crawley,
We collected a good number of woodland
steadily adding species as we went. We spotted a
specialists here and on emerging from the wood
couple of Hares and a Muntjac whilst walking
near the red barn we were treated to the sight of a
back along this track. As we entered the
Barn Owl silently making its way along the
churchyard I said that I had heard a Greenfinch on
hedgerow.
territory here the week before and at that point we
heard it and saw it singing from the top of a large
In the meadow we added a few more common
holly. That was our last and our 42nd bird of the
species, then as we entered Maggots Grove
morning,
(apparently named because of the number of
Adrian State
Magpies - formerly locally known as Maggot Pies
- living there) Sue heard and found a Marsh Tit
which I don't recall from previous DC walks here.
Deer Park Wood, 5 June 2021
On a very hot morning 17 members visited Deer
Park Wood in Witney. We had a very interesting
introduction to the history and recent management
of the wood from our leader Roger Hepworth and
his wife Esther of Witney Woodland Volunteers
(WWV). The 11-acre site used to be part of RAF
Witney and was taken over by De Havilland in
1940 for repairing and maintaining Spitfires and
Hurricanes during WW2. West Oxfordshire
District council now own the land and have given
WWV a 10-year agreement to manage the wood.
When WWV took over the site it was in a sorry
state. They have planted hundreds of trees and
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transplanted wildflowers, and provide regular
work parties to maintain the habitat, which
comprises two wooded areas with a glade running
through the middle. The movements of nocturnal
animals are recorded on night-time cameras, then
shown on their website / Facebook page.
Roger and Esther led us on a gentle stroll through
the wood. It is a very valuable community
resource, used regularly by local residents for
walks; there is a hedgehog club for pre-school
children, and in pre-Covid times the local Park
Run went through the wood with 250-300

participants. Hedgehogs, some of them released
from the local Minster Hedgies rescue centre, are
doing well here. We heard Blackcap, Great
Spotted Woodpecker and Chaffinch, and saw
plenty of butterflies, including Orange Tip,
Common Blue, Speckled Wood, Green-veined
White and Brimstone. The WWV website has a
list of all the species seen in the wood. Roger
showed us fossils of Brachiopods some 250
million years old, which were found on the site.
The wood does have its challenges though; we
saw some diseased cherry trees and ash die-back
Visit to Greystones Farm, 17 June, 2021
About 16 members of the club
visited Greystones Farm Nature
Reserve in Bourton-on-the-Water
on 17 June, led my Maggie
Collins. This is a farmed area of
wetland next to the Rivers Eye
and Dickler. The old hay
meadows are rich in plantlife,
including the ‘star’ plant the
Southern Marsh Orchid, which
we saw in abundance. We noticed
that some were hybrids with the

is present. Also the soil is clay and in winter parts
of the wood get very wet.
We then crossed Range Road into an area of
undeveloped land which has great potential to
increase its already good biodiversity. WWV
hope to reach agreement with WODC to manage
this site in the future. We were all very impressed
with the work achieved by WWV in this very
special oasis for nature. In particular, we thank
Roger and Esther for leading this walk.
Jonathan Noel

Common Spotted Orchid also. Some
other highlights included mating Banded
Demoiselles and Thick-legged Flower
Beetle. There is also an interesting
archaeology walk devoted to an ancient
hillfort. We enjoyed lunch outside the
on-site cafe and a good catch up with old
friends and new members alike.
Maggie Collins
Banded demoiselles mating John Cobb

William Fowler Memorial and Glyme Farm, 29 June 2021
On June 29th, despite a clash with England game
Stewardship Schemes for many years which has
and the prospect of poor weather, eleven members resulted in beautiful wildflower rich limestone
enjoyed what turned out to be a lovely evening
grasslands and meadows. An impressive showing
walk led by the former County Ecologist, Craig
of Meadow Clary (below, with White Clary) was
Blackwell. Starting from Chipping Norton, we
a highlight of the walk and one of only 13 such
were led to Glyme Farm via the William Fowler
sites in the county.
Pete Bennion
Memorial Wood. The farmland has been in
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Hackpen Hill and Crowhole Bottom. 7 July 2021
Although a bit out of the Club’s normal territory,
fourteen of us visited Hackpen Hill on the
afternoon of 7 July. The site is access land on the
northern escarpment of the Downs near Childrey,
a few miles west of Wantage. It is chalk grassland
and very steep in places. It seemed to be grazed,
but not intensively, by cattle and is a huge
contrast to the surrounding arable fields.
We set off on a narrow track halfway up the side
of the combe known as the Devil’s Punchbowl.
After about half an hour admiring vast numbers of
Pyramidal and Common Spotted Orchids, the
Heavens threw everything they had at us for
fifteen or twenty minutes. There was absolutely
no shelter and we got well-and-truly soaked. We
decided, however, that it was better to go on with
the rain at our backs than to turn back and face it.
As we went downhill other species became
evident, particularly Yellow-wort, a member of
the Gentian/Centaury family, and a number of
different Thistles which had everyone looking in
their books to identify them. The ground, which
became less steep, was covered in Lady’s
Bedstraw, Hedge Bedstraw, and typical chalkgrassland plants such as Birdsfoot Trefoil and
Kidney Vetch.
We descended to Crowhole Bottom by going
slightly ‘off-piste’ and saw a couple of hares;
those of us with reasonably acute hearing heard
the unmistakable ‘wet-my-lips wet-my-lips’ of a
Quail in a nearby corn field. By the time we
reached the bottom, which is quite sheltered, it
was warm, the sun was out and plenty of
butterflies were active, notably Marbled Whites,

several Dark Green Fritillaries and a number of
Ringlets. Alas, we didn’t find any of the Green
Hairstreaks for which the site is known. My
favourite insect find, however, was the rather
glamorous Ichneumon – a parasitic wasp – in the
picture. When I made a recce of the site on a very
warm afternoon a couple of weeks earlier, the air
was buzzing with Burnet moths (six-spot, I think)
which must have all emerged simultaneously, but
they weren’t in evidence this time.

Ichneumon

Our thanks are due to Malcolm Brownsword, who
knows the site well and who was planning to lead
us. Unfortunately, he was indisposed but kindly
gave me comprehensive directions and
suggestions. I’m sure that Malcolm would have
shown us more than I could find. Nevertheless,
despite our soaking we all agreed that Hackpen
Hill is an interesting site and well-worth visiting.
John Cobb

Crepuscular Walk at Stonesfield, 14 July 2021
Eleven of the more adventurous of us met at 8:30
p.m. on 14 July for a ‘crepuscular’ – twilight –
walk in the Stonesfield area. The object at that
time of day was to search for glow-worms, which
are fairly common in the area, and surely the
easiest of all UK insects to identify – at least the
glowing females. We also hoped to hear some
bats and grasshoppers, which can easily be heard
with a bat detector tuned to its lowest frequency.
Waiting for it to get dark, we wandered slowly
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over Stonesfield Common looking at the variety
of its flora (though that’s best appreciated on a
sunny afternoon); the Meadow Clary had almost
finished flowering but there were a number of
Pyramidal Orchids. Some Marbled Whites were
roosting on grass stems, as well as brassy longhorned moths (Nemophora metallica) which have
antennae about five times the length of their
bodies, on Scabious flowers. As usual we found a
couple of Roman Snails. There was not much to

see along Baggs Bottom but we found our first
glow-worm just after 10 p.m. by the side of the
Combe – Stonesfield road; another was taking its
chances on the pavement just beneath the front
step of a cottage in the centre of the village. The
burial ground yielded two more; the ‘dinosaur
field’ just before the steep stony track down to the
river, however, was more productive and our final
total was fourteen, somewhat fewer than in
previous years – typically twenty or so. This year

Moth morning at Shilton, 13 August 2021
13 members came along to inspect the contents of
three moth traps that had been placed in different
locations the previous evening in and around a
private garden in Shilton. Thankfully, moth expert
Julian Howe was on hand to help with the identity
of 68 species of the moths, some of which put in
an appearance in two or all three traps. It was
relatively late in the season, so we did not see any
of the more spectacular Hawkmoths although on
the following morning a Poplar Hawkmoth did
put in an appearance in my own garden trap.

the vegetation had grown so tall after all the rain
that they were very hard to spot (I hope the males
do better!) and there’s no indication that the glowworm population in the area is declining. We
heard only a couple of passing bats at the river
and, because it was a relatively cool evening and
the season for everything seems two or three
weeks late, the grasshoppers on the common were
silent. We finally got back to our cars at around
11:15 p.m.
John Cobb

Some notable species were Iron Prominent,
Canary-shouldered Thorn, Frosted Orange,
Lychnis, Maiden’s Blush, Marbled Green, Ruby
Tiger, Spectacle and Sallow Kitten. The
refreshments were appreciated by everyone as
was the opportunity to meet up in person after so
many months of restrictions. Our thanks to Julian
for sharing his expertise and to our hosts, Ralph
and Veronica, who enjoyed the whole experience,
so much so that the club has an invitation to
return next year.
Mary Elford

Canary-shouldered Thorn, Ruby Tiger, Sallow Kitten

Minster Hedgies, 11 August 2021
A group of ten of us met on the 11th of August
for a fascinating visit to Minster Hedgies. It was
set up just two years ago when Andrea and Ian
Cross found “6 hoglets starving and wandering
around our garden”. The rescue centre has since
grown rapidly. When we visited 24 hedgehogs

were being cared for in the “hedgehog hotel”,
where they stay until sufficient weight is gained
for them to be returned to the wild. The rescue
centre is self-funded and relies on donations plus
an army of 19 volunteers to help with feeding.
Pete Bennion

Summer picnic and walk at Farm Ed, Shipton-under-Wychwood, 25 August 2021
WOFC usually has a summer party, but in view of FarmED is a new centre for farm and food
the uncertainty around Covid restrictions, we
education based at Honeydale Farm, near Shipton
decided this year to make it a picnic at Farm Ed.
under Wychwood. Ian Wilkinson, the farm’s
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owner, led 35 members and their guests on a tour
of the farm. We learnt the importance of having
healthy soil, crop rotation, and the principles of
Regenerative Agriculture. The farm aims to
increase biodiversity by providing a variety of
wildlife habitats. On the tour we saw soilimproving crops, the kitchen garden, apiary,
heritage orchard and the natural flood
management scheme.
As part of the farm’s aim to build sustainable
farming and food systems, it has provided 5 acres
where local vegetable growers run their
Community Supported Agriculture Scheme

(CSA). The CSA provides 125 families in the
local area with food grown outside and in four
poly-tunnels on the farm.
At the end of the tour we all joined nine other
club members in the FarmED picnic area, which
has stunning views of the Evenlode valley below.
About 50 members came to the picnic, a record
for our summer event. Most of us had the
FarmED picnic, which included salad grown on
the farm. It was a great way to meet up again with
fellow members whom we hadn’t seen for a long
time.
Jonathan Noel

Ian Wilkinson and Edd Colbert explain the importance of soil structure (C. Noel)

OBITUARY
Roger Townsend 1934 – 2020
Roger was one of the earliest members of the
Field Club. With his wife, Yvonne (our late
President), he came on most of the holidays and
weekends until old age prevailed. They welcomed
WOFC members to their house for a slap-up
breakfast in front of a blazing fire after the Dawn
Chorus for many years, a feast that often lasted
into the afternoon as the conversation flowed and
half the room dozed.
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Roger loved fishing and was also a collector of
bird nests and stuffed animals (taxidermy). I
remember one of his “special” nests – a blackbird
nest with a satin wedding bow woven into its
front. He owned a field at Crawley that he
managed for wildlife – a great place for an
evening walk. He is missed by many WOFC
members, as well as his three daughters,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
Jill Bailey

